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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Sh P <shabpeitsch@gmail.com>
Date: Saturday, June 20, 2020
Subject: Partial UN Input Report
To: Elizabeth Lepore <elizabethlepore@gmail.com>
You did excellent! Way better than I did. I am so emotional with all of this and the continual assaults, burns, they focus on
my skull. It does not help with other tis who are true assholes, I don't think they are TIs, many are in our network that are
plants and contribute to the terrorism
My mother is going to die, most likely sister and I will as well.
I should mail you my Aceco so you can test yourself for rfid, dam thing is expensive. You can test yourself and mail it
back.
Video the testing when all internet is shut down. Put phone in airplane mode.
Sometimes the rfid is off and can't be picked up. When you have pain test the area.
We have full cybernetic networks. Organs, limbs, everything,

On Saturday, June 20, 2020, Elizabeth Lepore <elizabethlepore@gmail.com> wrote:
Let me know what you think!
Name: Elizabeth Margaret Lepore
Address: 10275 Old Saint Augustine Road, Jacksonville, Florida 32257, USA
Date of Birth: February 6th 1992
My name is Elizabeth Margaret Lepore and I am 28 years old, a Student, a Army Veteran, a Daughter, and hopeful to
become a future Cyber Security Defense Analyst.
I am a Targeted Individual of Domestic and TransNational Electronic Surveillance, Electronic Warfare, Mind Control
Operations, Human Experimentation, and Cyber Crime.
I became aware of being Targeted and under illegal Surveillance in late January of 2020. I believe my targeting and
surveillance became overt after being covert for several months in 2019. On January 21st all of my electronic devices,
cellular service, and internet service were hacked as I was locked out of all of accounts, social media, emails, banks,
school, etc. The individuals/organizations/corporations involved granted access back into my accounts in May of 2020.
I have attempted to secure my network and devices with different security methods to no avail, even with newly
purchased devices. Regardless of the security and safety measures implemented, all of my devices, cellular and
internet service are proven to be hacked indefinitely by organized professionals. With my educational background in
Cyber Security, I've collected Cyber Crime evidence and I have traced IP addresses back to Geo Locations. I will list
some of this data near the end of my report to collaborate with my statement.
In late January I began to notice I was being "Gang Stalked" in public areas, grocery stores, Universities, while driving
in my community and on the highway while being followed from Florida to Mississippi where my parents reside. Many of
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the noticeable features of the vehicles have Military and Department of Defense License Plates and State License
Plates such as Washington, New York, New Jersey, California, Texas, Ohio, Mississippi, Kansas, Arkansas, Maryland,
and other States. This is important because the vehicle plates resonate with IP Addresses and Geo Locations in which
I've traced.
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